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Control of bodily movement and of bodily repose, so
essential to an actress, is rare among Westerners, but in
the East it is part of everyday traditional knowledge
This I discovered one day when I was crossing the desert
on the way to Tunis I was riding near to the singing
boy who was leading the caravan I watched his
beautiful face It was perfectly formed and his eyes were
big and deep, like black pansies I asked him to sing for
us as we travelled over the wide monotony of the sand
He relaxed all his body I could see the muscles wilting
under his clothes Then, when he was completely limp,
he parted his lips and sang It was a song of the culti-
vator, a prayer to Allah to bless the seed of the earth
The notes were sudden, clear and perfect I have never
heard such singing and I have never seen a body so
completely relaxed, so that the full power of the singer
could be poured into his song
The superb acting of the players in the Irish Theatre,
as brilliant as any in our times, owed much to the
mastery and genius of Yeats, who understands better
than anyone how essential to the actor is economy of
movement I have heard it said that he taught this hard
lesson by making fidgety actors and actresses stand in a
barrel whilst they rehearsed their lines on the stage
Fashions change Flamboyancy of movement and of
utterance give place to frugality But whatever fashion
is in vogue, good acting can only be achieved by
players whose bodies are as surely under control as are
their expressions and their voices
Whlskerandos will never be an actor unless he is able
to stay there dying all night
IV
Shaw worked hard at the production of his plays
until the curtain went up before the public After that
nothing could induce him to attend a performance
unless some change in the cast called for his attention
as a matter of business Such accidental visits usually

